To Be Sentenced Wednesday

Licking Dam Stars Protest

Farmers, Kl, Others In Valley Say Project Is Intended For Power Only

Army, Navy Say Security Vital

Army, Navy say security vital

S. Fulton House Is Badly Damaged In 4.4 M. Blaze

No Ballet Holes Found In Skull Of Doan Child

Leaders Commend Boys Who Helped Children

Methodist Church Lambuth College Workers

LaCharme Beauty Shop Purchased By Mrs. Maxwell

Man Unhurt In Freak Accident

Army, Navy say security vital

Man Unhurt In Freak Accident

Minneapolis Gives Teachers Pay Hike Of $1200 Annually

Roussell Held Clane Phineas Laublin Plans

Lambuth College Development

Regional Church Holding Bazaar

Tennis Tournament at Lambuth April 28

Traveling Salesmen Collect For Pennies

Tax Commission Gets Brief On Alleged SP Debt

U.S. Sees Danger In Isolation Plan For France Spain

Jews Forced To Leave Their Homes

Frank Beadles added. "We..."
Indian Problem Vital

By Dwitori Mathers "AP Foreign Affairs

There's hope to end the movement here at home. While the nazi threat is great in the far east, the United States and its allies are working on the problem. If we put our heads together, we can solve it. This is the message of the American labor movement.

WHAT W. P. ROBERTSON SAID "IT IS AN ABSOLUTELY SMART idea for the USA to work on the problem of labor, not only in the Far East, but in our own country as well. We must start by making sure that everyone has a job, and then we can work on the problem of the communists."

Advertising Pays Well

Advertising pays well to the men and women of the United States. In the last four years, the value of advertising has increased by 75%. This is due to the fact that more people are buying more goods. The same is true of the United Kingdom. In the last four years, the value of advertising has increased by 80%. This is due to the fact that more people are buying more goods.

OUR READERS SAY

Plenty To Be Thankful For

Looking for our testimonials for the Thanksgiving Day, we found many messages of gratitude.

"We have all been blessed," said Mrs. Susan P. Thompson of Madisonville, Ohio. "We are thankful for all we have, and we are thankful for all we are."
The Sports Mirror

Football

New Mexico to be favored against Texas today.

Baton Rouge, La., Nov. 30.— New Mexico, led by All-America end Morris Sowell, will be favored to knock off the Texas Longhorns in their game today, but the Aggies are expected to be tough.

Football

Notre Dame selected as team of year

Chicago, Nov. 30.— Notre Dame, led by All-America end Morris Sowell, was selected as the football team of the year by the National Football Foundation.

Basketball

UK Seeking More Seating Capacity in Football Stands

Lexington, Ky., Dec. 1.— The University of Kentucky plans to seek more seating capacity in its football stands.

Minors Fear Major Invasion

Minors fear major invasion of Navy amateurs

Washington, D.C., Dec. 1.— The minor leagues are preparing for a possible invasion by Navy amateurs.

Sports Roundup

Mr Hugh Fields, Jr., New York, Dec. 1.— A Roundup of sports news:

1. The Southern Coal Production Commission has pretested the ten-month sales of coal in the southern coal region.

2. The battery on the nation's sports writers was tested in the national football tournament.

3. Smoke House and A. M. C. are to be honored for their contributions to the sport.

4. Resignation of President Delaney has been announced.

5. The American Authors Association has agreed to the request of the National Football Foundation to provide a Faber onto the bill of fare at the annual meeting.

6. World War II programs are being planned in many communities.

7. A charitable trust has been set up for the benefit of the American Authors Association.

8. A bill to extend the Faber acceptance for the fourth time in the history of the National Football Foundation was introduced into the House of Representatives.

9. The Faber and the Faber-Crabtree Trust are to be honored.

10. A recognition of the Faber and the Faber-Crabtree Trust was given in the annual meeting.

11. The Faber acceptance was given to the Faber-Crabtree Trust.
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